Furthermore, when designing the production line, Metzner accom
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modated a particular wish of the customer. As an alternative to an
automated cable drum rack, the Metzner development team came

In addition, the Metzner development team optimized for their

up with a more advantageous solution. The whole line, which weighs

customer the positioning of the cable coiler to the cut-to-length unit

around 800 kg is mounted on a rigid frame construction with rollers,

with millimeter precision. The operator can bring the winder on guide

equipped with an air-cushion modular carrier system. This carrier can

rails exactly to the position that he wants and secure it to the

be activated by pushing a button to pump compressed air into the

cut-to-length unit with a quick release clamp. In this way, by connec

system, thereby producing a film of air, which enables the operator to

ting both machines firmly together, the positioning of the guide tube

move the line requiring very little effort, with practically no friction.

that leads the processed material from the automated line directly to

The operator is thus able to easily position the line to where the

the winder shaft cannot be inadvertently altered. The winding thus

cable to be processed is stored in the rack. The line can be positioned

proceeds very exactly and, as a result, the customer receives a uniform

either parallel or at 90° to the cable rack.

cable coil.

By contrast, when moving production lines with rollers but without

,, The solutions that we have developped once again underline the fact

an air-cushion transport system, the rolling resistance of the rollers

that we at Metzner understand what the customer requires and that

on the ground has to be overcome and if the line stands directly on

we are working to improve customers' profitability. So we are often

the ground, then either a fork lift or a crane is necessary to move it.

thinking one step ahead", says Metzner CEO Gerhard Rauch.

By the use of the air-cushion principle, Metzner Maschinenbau
enabled heavy machinery - in the literal meaning of the word - to
,, hover". Most of the Metzner production lines can be equipped as
an option with this special technology, so that a person can move it
simply and easily.

Cable processing plant for an elevator manufacturer

SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS

